T F POWYS – ARTICLES AND BOOKS ABOUT

[BISSELL GIFT]

Note: Ordered by name of magazine, if an article, or by author if a book. Books and bound magazines presently shelved immediately after Theodore books. [Left, Shelf 3] Others in an archive box in clam marked T.F. Articles About.

Adelphi. 1954. ‘The Quiet Man of Dorset’ by Francis Powys.


Note: This is filed under JCP - Contributions to periodicals.


Bookman. January and February, 1933. Article on T.F.P. in two parts by Cecil G. Hutchinson. [2 copies]


Note. This is filed in Books and Articles about Several Powyses.

Church Times: ‘T.F. Powys,’ by Harry Coombes.


Courier. August, 1947. ‘Man of Letters’ by Butterfield. Note: This is one page with impressionistic drawing of T.F. with a background of ‘man of letters’ repeated.

Theodore Powys - Articles and Books About


Dorset Daily Echo. N.d. (October, 1935) ‘Leaves from an Echo Man’s Notebook’ by ‘the Wanderer’: notes on T.F. including his award of a Civil List pension.

Dorset Evening Echo: August 6th 1975. ‘Conference and Exhibition Mark TF’s Centenary,’ by The Wanderer


Note: This is a photocopy sent along with the Steinmann article by Marius Buning to E.E. Bissell.


Englische Studien. ‘Die Geschwister Powys’ by Karl Arns. (Offprint). Also typed article of above in English by Karl Arns.


**Theodore Powys - Articles and Books About**


*Exploring the Powys Connection*: Photocopy of press cutting undated and unattributed, on Powys connections in Norwich following Powys Society conference in Norwich.


Goodyear, H.R.R. Typescript of an article ‘Theodore Francis Powys: The Paul Bunyan of the Twentieth Century.’


Note: Exactly same book as above, different press.


Leavis, Q.D. *Fiction and the Reading Public*. Note: passing reference to T.F.P.


*Nonesuch, The*. (The official organ of the Union of the University of Bristol) Summer, 1934, No. 69. Contains an article on T.F.P. Signed by ‘Alceste’.


*Notes and Queries*, Sept. 1972. ‘Evening for T.F. Powys’ by J.A. Boulton. (2 copies)


Note: This is filed under JCP - articles and books about, but a second copy has been put in this section.

Theodore Powys - Articles and Books About


- second copy no 58 of 450


Warner, Sylvia Townsend. *TYPESCRIPT* for proposed book on Theodore Powys (untitled) by Sylvia Townsend Warner (incomplete), 33 pages. Also explanation by Bissell of what parts of it were used by various magazines. Photocopy of *Powys Review* no 5 with editor’s explanation included with typescript.


*Western Mail.* 12 June, 1934. ‘Another of the Amazing Powys Brothers’ by Glyn Roberts.


---

**T.F. POWYS BIBLIOGRAPHIES**


*A Bibliography of T.F. Powys* by Peter Riley

*A Bibliography of T.F. Powys* by Peter Riley

**Note:** See Peter Riley’s Bibliography for complete details of the publication of the various T.F. P. books. EXCELLENT SOURCE OF INFORMATION.
Theodore Powys - Articles and Books About

[FEATHER GIFT]

Note: shelved on right side, after Books by TF


- second copy


T.F. Powys: An Appreciation .London: Kings College Review, 1932 [A small pamphlet by 'J.C.L.'] with inscription: 'With grateful acknowledgements to the Editor of the Kings College Review for allowing me to have this appreciation printed and to JCL the writer of it. Littleton C. Powys, West Pennard, Glastonbury, Western Gazette, Yeovil'.


K.S. Bhat. 4 holograph letters to T.F. Powys